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Abstract

The thesis deals with problems concerning the meaning and dynamics of %Ethnicity' in the
ethnically plural society of the %Nyaungshwe- Inle (Lake)' area, Southern Shan State, Upper Myanmar.
Myanmar is a country of cultural and ethnic diversity. Her population comprises more than 30 ethnic
groups; 7 among them have states under their names (i.e. Shan, Kachin, Chin, Rakhaing, Kayah, Kayin,
and Mon), however, ruled over by the Burmese central government.
Shan is the second biggest minority in Myanmar. Historically speaking, they were powerful
people who occupied Upper Myanmar for centuries; they were able to form several independent states
(named %Muang') ruled by their own Chao-fa (King). Even during the British colonial period (A.D. 18261947), they were ruled seperately from peoples in other parts of Myanmar. Only after the Panglong
Agreement that their administration has been incorporated under the Burmesexs rule. Although, they
possesses a state after their name at present, they have been considerably suppressed by the Burmese
government, resulting in cultural and political conflicts.
%Nyaungshwe-Inle' area, where the fieldwork was conducted, is among the old prominent
communities in the Shan State, where Shan, Inta and Pa-o have lived along side each other since long time
ago. Shan and Inta occupied the plain and lake areas while Pa-o resided in the surrounding hilly areas.
Historically speaking, Nyaungshwe town was established by King (Chao) Si-Saeng-Fa in the 14th Century,
and has been a prime political and cultural center in Southern Shan State since. Shan had been a
dominant culture in the area until very recently.
Only after the term establishment of the Burmese military government since 1962 that the old
administrative system governed by Shan Chao-Fa (King) has been abandoned. As a consequence, the old
cultural and political order was turned upside down in the %Nyaungshwe-Inle' area, with the Pa-o and Inta
groups gaining more political and economic powers than the Shan. Interestingly, Shan have become more
and more %Intha' in the cultural and ethnic senses. Their ethnic transformation was facilitated by the fact
that inter-marriage, bi-lingualism, and shared Buddhist culture have been commonly practiced between
both groups. The ethnic label sided with Inta was reached by the Shan redefining their ethnic
consciousness, without obvious changes in terms of their cultural form. On the contrary, the Pa-o with
strong political hold, while remaining their ethnic identity distinct from the Shan and Inta on the one hand,
has shaped their history as a long-rooted and prominent group in the area on the other.

